1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

In December 2019, in Wuhan City of China, a novel pandemic corona virus disease similar to human coronaviruses, SARS and MERS pneumonia, was identified which called COVID-19. This virus as pandemic putting the whole world on high alarm and on the basis of the World Health Organization (WHO), more than 14 million cases of the virus and about 610,000 deaths were reported, over the world till July 2020. The mean age of patients was 59 years and 56% were male. It is significant that few of the first cases observed in children and approximately half observed in adults aged 60 or over. The COVID-19 infection induced clusters of intense respiratory diseases like severe serious respiratory syndrome coronavirus and caused ICU admission and high fatality. Information about the epidemiology, origin, clinical spectrum of disease and duration of human transmission, are major gaps about this illness, up to date. The start of severe acute respiratory syndrome (SARS) was approximately 18 years ago, and the genetic sequences are nearly indistinguishable and assign 79.6% of sequence identity with SARS-CoV. This resemblance can be beneficial in a theoretical comparative investigation through medicines that have shown effectiveness in contradiction of SARS. Until now, with the increase of coronavirus epidemic in the whole world, the various clinical research groups in the whole world centralize on studying the therapeutic options for the therapy of COVID-19 [@b0005], [@b0010], [@b0015], [@b0020]. On the basis of some clinical investigations, chloroquine (CQ) which has been recognized as anti-malarial drug for many years, has been reported as highly effective drug in the control of COVID-19 infection in vitro [@b0005], [@b0010], [@b0015], [@b0020], [@b0025]. The chloroquine drug, also has been used in the treatment of illnesses such as systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE), rheumatoid arthritis (RA), primary Sjogren syndrome and antiphospholipid syndrome (APS) [@b0015], [@b0030], [@b0035], [@b0040], [@b0045]. The studies of the preclinical in vitro showed the antiviral effects and prophylactic of chloroquine in contradiction of SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19). The mechanism of action of chloroquine in contradiction of COVID-19 has not fully clarified, up till now. On the other hand, an extended utilization of these drugs seems potentially perilous and enhanced the danger of cardiac death. So, various treatment regimens attempt to study on efficient in vivo application of these medicines [@b0020], [@b0050], [@b0055], [@b0060], [@b0065].

In order to decrease the side effects and to enhance therapeutic efficiency of chloroquine and to enhance specific cellular uptake and decrease nonspecific collection in the vivo tissues, the use of nanomedicine as an important field of nanotechnology in pharmaceuticals and the design of nano drug delivery systems on the basis of nanomaterials, which can control the drug release in vivo and enhance performance encapsulation and absorption, is essential [@b0015], [@b0020], [@b0070].

In recent years, carbon based nanomaterials such as fullerene, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), graphene and also boron nitride nanomaterials have been widely considered in many applications in materials science and nanotechnology such as drug delivery systems because of their unique chemical and physical properties [@b0075], [@b0080], [@b0085], [@b0090], [@b0095], [@b0100], [@b0105], [@b0110]. Drug delivery system as one of the most important subject in therapy, employs nanomaterials to improve the drug solubility in addition to in vivo life time, and ultimately lead to design of harmless and effective drug nano delivery systems [@b0115], [@b0120]. Because carbon nanomaterials could be reacted to specific irritant, due to their electrical conductivity, high mechanical strength, electrochemical sensing and actuation properties, they could be categorized into smart materials [@b0125], [@b0130], [@b0135].

Among nanomaterials, fullerenes have received much attention as appropriate carbon-based nanomaterials for drug delivery because of their suitable properties such as unique spherical structure, hydrophobic characteristic, versatile chemical, physical and biological properties, unique biological activities such as antioxidant capacity, efficient drug loading and fewer side effects in biological media [@b0070], [@b0115], [@b0140]. Although C60 fullerenes are barely soluble in water, but, various methods such as, encapsulation, chemical functionalization of fullerene with a variety of particular groups and using dopant atoms can led to the increase of the solubility in water [@b0070], [@b0145], [@b0150], [@b0155]. The interaction of C60 fullerene and its derivatives with different drugs has been widely investigated because of the possible application of fullerene in drug delivery [@b0160], [@b0165], [@b0170]. In spite of the prominent advantages of expensive experimental methods, the application of computational approaches in order to comprehend the mechanism and the nature of these interactions, has been gradually extended because the empirical methods are expensive and time consuming [@b0115], [@b0160].

Different computational studies have frequently been done on the interaction between fullerenes and different drugs [@b0070], [@b0115], [@b0140], [@b0160], [@b0175], [@b0180], [@b0185], [@b0190], [@b0195]. Since interaction between chloroquine and C60 fullerenes have not been studied computationally to date, the aim of this work is to perform density functional theory (DFT) calculations to test the ability of fullerene to adsorb chloroquine as a favorable candidate for carrying this drug.

On the other hands, the dipole moment of free C60 fullerene is zero. Hence, discovery an important way to improve the electronic and magnetic properties of fullerene ia an important work. There are many computational reports which show that functionalization and doping can improve the electronic and magnetic properties of nanostructures [@b0070], [@b0095], [@b0105], [@b0115], [@b0190], [@b0195], [@b0200], [@b0205], [@b0210], [@b0215], [@b0220]. The efficiency of B, Al and Si dopants in C60 fullerenes has been previously reported [@b0115]. All the dopant atoms, such as B, Al and Si, have more metallic characteristic relative to carbon and doping B, Al and Si in C60 fullerene reduce the E~g~ of C60. Also, replacing of B, Al and Si atoms instead of one of the carbon atoms of C60 fullerene can increase adsorption energy from −4.1 kcal/mol in pristine fullerene to the range about −12 to −45 kcal/mol in the doped fullerene [@b0115]. It is notable that there are not any reports on the interaction of chloroquine and B, Al and Si doped fullerenes based on DFT calculations. Therefore, in the present work, the interactions of chloroquine drug with B, Al and Si doped fullerenes, in addition to adsorption of chloroquine on pristine C60, have been investigated using DFT calculations to investigate the improvement of the drug delivery properties by these nano vehicles. This study can offer the opportunity to do more researches in the field of developing performance of drug delivery systems [@b0200], [@b0205]. Some of important chemical properties such as, solvation energy (E~s~), binding energy (E~b~), band gap energy (Eg) (HOMO -- LUMO), chemical hardness (η) and electrophilicity indexes (w) have been calculated in this work. Also, calculations in water media have been performed in order to investigate the solvent effect on the structure and electronic properties.

2. Computational details {#s0010}
========================

Density functional theory (DFT) method has been used in this work to investigate the interaction and specifically the formation probability of a stable structure between chloroquine drug and pristine, B-, Si-, and Al-doped C60 fullerenes. To appraise the most stable structure of chloroquine:C60 and its energy, the optimization of the different configurations of the drug and C60 fullerene in gas phase and water media have been carried out at B3LYP functional and 6-31G\* basis set, implemented in Gaussian 09 program [@b0225].

Relative stability with respect to the nanostructures--drug interactions of the complexes have been performed primarily based on the binding or adsorption energies. Binding energies (E~b~) have been calculated by the following equation:$$\text{E}_{\text{b}} = \text{E}_{\text{complex}} - \left\lbrack {\left( {\text{E}_{\text{C}60}\,\,\text{or}\,\,\text{E}_{\text{XC}59}\,\,\text{where}\,\,\text{M} = \text{B},{\mspace{6mu}\text{Al}},\,{\mspace{6mu}\text{Si}}} \right) + \text{E}_{\text{drug}}} \right)\rbrack$$where in the above equation, E~complex~ represents the total electronic energy of the functionalized fullerenes with the attached drugs after geometry optimization. E~C60~, E~XC59~ and E~drug~ are defined as the optimized energies of the related compounds [@b0070], [@b0115].

Counterpoise (cp) correction is advised in the binding energy calculations, in order to destroy the basis set superposition errors (BSSE) [@b0190], [@b0230]. The counterpoise corrected binding energy of these complexes is:$$\text{E}_{\text{b}} = \text{E}_{\text{complex}} - \left\lbrack {\left( {\text{E}_{\text{C}60}\,\,\text{or}\,\,\text{E}_{\text{XC}59}\,\,\text{where}\,\,\text{M} = \text{B},{\mspace{6mu}\text{Al}},{\mspace{6mu}\text{Si}}} \right) + \text{E}_{\text{drug}}} \right){\rbrack -}\text{E}_{\text{BSSE}}$$where, E~BSSE~ is defined as basis set superposition errors energy. In the following, vibrational frequencies calculations have been performed at the same level of theory and no imaginary mode was obtained which validate that all of the stationary points correspond to correct minima on the potential energy surface. The investigated structures are neutral (charge Q = 0) and have been stabilized by multiplicity (M = 2S + 1, where S is the total spin) of one [@b0095], [@b0100], [@b0200].

The electrophilicity index (ω) is one of the main parameters which measures the stabilization in energy when the system gets an extra electronic charge from the environment. In this work, electrophilicity index as a descriptor for the charge transfer direction, which higher value of ω means higher electrophilic power of the compound, has been calculated using the following equation:$$\mu = \left( {\text{E}_{\text{HOMO}} + \text{E}_{\text{LUMO}}} \right)/2$$ $$\eta = \left\lbrack {- \text{E}_{\text{HOMO}} - \left( {- \text{E}_{\text{LUMO}}} \right)} \right\rbrack/2$$ $$\omega = \mu^{2}/2\,\eta$$which in the above equation, μ represents electronic chemical potential and η is defined as chemical hardness of the ground state [@b0070], [@b0115].

The maximum electronic charge ΔN~max~ of an electrophile that can accept from the environment have been defined as the following formula:$$\Delta\text{N}_{\text{max}} = - \mu/\eta$$which electrophilicity index, on the basis of ΔN~max~ can be written as:$$\omega = \mu^{2}/2\eta = \left( {- \mu/2} \right)\left( {- \mu/\eta} \right){)\mspace{6mu}\chi\Delta}N_{\max}/2$$in the above equation, χ is defined as electronegativity of a system. Therefore, the maximum electronic charge ΔN~max~ in terms of electrophilicity index (ω) and electronegativity (χ) can be calculated by:$$\Delta\text{N}_{\text{max}} = 2\omega/\chi$$

Therefore, the amount of charge transfer between two systems, for example, between drug and doped fullerenes, can be defined on the basis of electrophilicity, which is called electrophilicity-based charge transfer (ECT) which can be computed as:$$\text{ECT} = \left( {\Delta\text{N}_{\max}} \right)_{\text{A}} - \left( {\Delta\text{N}_{\max}} \right)_{\text{B}}{) = 2}\left\lbrack {\omega_{\text{A}}\text{X}_{\text{A}} - \omega_{\text{B}}\text{X}_{\text{B}}} \right\rbrack$$which in the above equation, If ECT \> 0, A acts as electron acceptor and if ECT \< 0, A acts as an electron donor [@b0070], [@b0235].

In order to study the solvation effects on the stabilities and electronic properties of the structures and also calculations of solvation energies (E~solv~), which can be obtained using geometrically optimization our DFT structures in the gas phase and in water solvent, calculations in the water solvent with the same levels of theory by the conductor polarizable continuum model (CPCM) have been carried out, too [@b0070], [@b0115], [@b0240], [@b0245], [@b0250]. Also, in the first of calculations, natural population analysis (NPA) and molecular electrostatic potential (ESP) have been performed at the same method in order to study quantitative investigations of charge distributions and better perceivable perception of the nature of interactions [@b0070], [@b0115].

3. Results and discussion {#s0015}
=========================

3.1. Molecular electrostatic potential (ESP) and NPA analyses {#s0020}
-------------------------------------------------------------

In order to study the adsorption behavior of chloroquine drug on pristine C60 fullerene and doped fullerene by B, Si and Al dopant atoms, DFT calculations have been carried out at B3LYP levels of theory by 6-31G(d) basis set. In the first, electrostatic potentials map (ESP) on the molecular surfaces of a single chloroquine has been computed and showed in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} . Since, red and blue colors in the ESP map show more negative and positive regions, respectively [@b0070], we can conclude that nitrogen atoms of the drug molecules which are shown with red color, might be considered as the possible active site for the interaction with the fullerene and doped fullerenes.Fig. 1Molecular electrostatic potentials map (ESP) of chloroquine drug.

The natural atomic charges for B-, Al-, and Si-doped C60 fullerene complexes with chloroquine drug calculated with B3LYP/6-31G(d) method in water media and also molecular electrostatic potential (ESP) map which is an appropriate method to investigate the charge distributions of the compounds as three dimensional, have been analyzed. The values of natural atomic charges of some atoms with more negative and more positive charges which are listed in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} , show that in all these complexes, the N atoms of the chloroquine molecule show the highest negative atomic charges among the other atoms and B, Al, and Si show the highest positive atomic charges. In AlC59...CQ and SiC59...CQ complexes, the N atom of the molecules which is linked to the Al and Si, has the most negative atomic charges and Si atom has the highest positive atomic charge among B, Al and Si in these complexes.Table 1The values of natural atomic charges of some atoms with more negative and more positive charges of B-, Al-, and Si-doped C60 fullerene complexes with chloroquine drug calculated with B3LYP/6-31G(d) method in water media.*AtomBC59...CQAtomAlC59...CQAtomSiC59...CQ*N 61−0.52221N 61−0.52236N 61−0.52282N 62−0.54556N 62−0.53896N 62−0.52465N 63−0.47965N 63−0.66341N 63−0.67420C 64−0.47750C 64−0.47944C 64−0.48028C 65−0.47579C 65−0.47605C 65−0.47603C 67−0.26429C 67−0.26409C 67−0.26427C 69−0.27068C 69−0.27064C 69−0.27060C 70−0.27056C 70−0.27054C 70−0.27033C 710.28351C 710.29023C 710.30333C 75−0.35679C 75−0.35505C 75−0.34986B 1080.62176Al 1081.66607Si 1081.92518

Also, according to the electrostatic potentials map of the doped C60 fullerene complexes which have been shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} , the active sites for BC59, AlC59 and SiC59 are boron, aluminum and silicon atoms, respectively due to the positive charge distribution around these dopant atoms which are shown with blue/green color. According to [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}, the color code of B-, Al-, and Si-doped C60 fullerene complexes are between −1.635e^−2^ and +1.635e^−2^ ; −1.296e^−2^ and +1.296e^−2^ ; and −1.413e^−2^ and +1.413e^−2^, respectively. These data show that the electrostatic potential values order among these complexes is: BC59...CQ \> SiC59...CQ \> AlC59...CQ.Fig. 2Electrostatic potentials map of a) BC59...CQ b) AlC59...CQ and c) SiC59...CQ complexes.

3.2. Optimization, energies and electronic properties of the structures {#s0025}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Five different geometric configurations have been investigated to find the better possible interaction positions of chloroquine drug and C60, which have been shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"} . In the complexes a, b and c, three different N atoms of chloroquine drug approaches to one of the C atom of C60 fullerene, respectively. In the complexes d and e, C65 atom and C74 atom of chloroquine approaches to one of the C atom of fullerene, respectivelly. On the basis of obtained binding energies for all these configurations, which have been reported in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}, three possible configurations on the basis of different active sites, which are the N atoms in chloroquine, were chosen for chloroquine interaction with the side-wall of fullerene. After optimization of single drug, C60 fullerene and complexes of pristine C60 and three configurations of this drug, the values of binding energy with BSSE corrections between pristine fullerene and different configurations of this drug, have been calculated in the gas phase and water solvent and listed in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} .Fig. 3The optimized structure of different configurations of chloroquine drug and C60 fullerene.Table 2Energetic parameters and electronic properties of chloroquine, fullerene and different complexes of pristine C60 fullerene and CQ in the gas phase and water media.StructureE~HOMO~ (eV)E~LUMO~ (eV)E~g~ (eV)ΔE~g~ (%)η (eV)ω (eV)ECTµ~D~ (Debye)αE~b~ (kcal/mol)Esol (kcal/mol)ΔG (kcal/mol)ΔH (kcal/mol)**gas**Chloroquine (CQ)−5.41−1.054.36--2.182.39--6.25211.7--−7.72----C60−6.50−3.562.94--1.478.63--0.0437.9--−1.1----C60...CQ1−5.38−3.661.7241.420.8611.86−3.766.11646.2−1.59−8.52----C60...CQ2−5.44−3.362.0729.291.039.33−2.757.34655.8−2.59−6.79----C60...CQ3−5.40−3.541.8636.720.9310.76−3.325.40643.8−1.10−8.24----**water**Chloroquine (CQ)−5.41−1.274.14--2.072.69--8.67220.6--−7.72----C60−6.40−3.462.93--1.468.29--0.0439.3--−1.1----C60...CQ1−5.41−3.491.9134.800.9510.34−3.038.63721.5−0.56−8.52−0.81−1.19C60...CQ2−5.39−3.471.9134.700.9510.26−3.018.80732.6−1.29−6.79−1.98−2.20C60...CQ3−5.40−3.471.9234.390.9610.22−2.998.53719.3−0.52−8.24−0.76−0.97

According to [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, the order of the absolute value of binding energies or adsorption energies for different configurations is E2 \> E1 \> E3 in the both gas and solvent phases. It means that the most negative binding energy is observed for complex 2 and therefore this complex is the most stable structure among the other complexes. The optimized structure of different configurations of this drug and fullerene in the solvent phase are shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}. The binding energy of the most stable structure of pristine fullerene and chloroquine in complex 2 was obtained −2.59 and −0.56 kcal/mol for the gas phase and water solvent, respectively. Geometric parameters of pristine fullerene and the chloroquine practically unchanged upon the interaction and relatively small adsorption energy indicated that interaction between the pristine and chloroquine mostly happens through noncovalent in nature and this weak interaction shows that there is a physisorption between C60 and chloroquine [@b0070], [@b0115].

Also, other electronic properties such as the values of E~HOMO~, E~LUMO~, HOMO-LUMO energy gap (E~LUMO~-E~HOMO~), the percentage value of the difference in the E~g~ energies of C60 and C60... CQ (ΔE~g~), chemical hardness (η) which is obtained by η = (E~LUMO~ − E~HOMO~)/2, electrophilicity index (ω), electrophilicity-based charge transfer (ECT), dipole moments (μ) and solvation energies (E~sol~) which can be computed according to the equation: E~sol~ = E~solvent~ − E~gas~, have been calculated for single drug, C60 and complexes of different configurations of this drug and pristine C60 are gathered in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}.

The calculated values of E~HOMO~, E~LUMO~ and HLG (E~LUMO~ − E~HOMO~) of the studied molecules show that the HOMO energy levels of all structures expect complex 1 in water media are slightly higher than those of in the gas phase. Also, the LUMO energy levels of C60 and complex 3 increases slightly in solvent phase compared to the gas phase. Hence, the HLG values of complex 2 in water media is smaller than the HLG values of complex 2 in the gas phase. According to the results, we can conclude that the adsorption of drug on pristine C60 decreases the values of HLG (E~g~) and the value of this decrease for complex 2 is smaller than the other complexes. It means that the E~g~ of C60 by interacting with chloroquine drug in configuration 2 changed less compared to the other configurations of this drug. Therefore, we can concluded that complex 2 is an electronically harmless interaction and the nanocarrier would not significantly change the drug properties [@b0115]. In order to study the electronic sensitivity and to correlate E~g~ energy and the electrical conductivity, the following formula has been generally used:$$\sigma\,\alpha\,\exp\left( {- \text{E}_{\text{g}}/2\text{kT}} \right)$$where in this equation, k is the Boltzmann's constant and it is clear that the electrical conductivity shows an exponential relation with E~g~ energy [@b0070]. The ΔE~g~ values in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} which were obtained by calculating the percentage value of the difference in the E~g~ energies of C60 and C60... CQ, shows that conductivitiy of the complex 2 has been increased in water solvent compared to gas phase.

Besides, the values of chemical hardness and electrophilicity index which can be applied to estimate the chemical stability and reactivity of chemical compounds [@b0070] which are listed in Table, 1 show that chemical hardness values of complex 2 decreases from gaseous to water media whereas electrophilicity indexes of this structure increases in water media. Increases of electrophilicity index of complexes compared to the single drug and C60, means that interaction of drug with fullerene produced more electrophilic characteristic for the examined structures [@b0115].

Calculated dipole moments of these structures show that the values of dipole moment in water media are higher than those of in gas phase. Fullerene with μ = 0 does not show any polarity because of the absence of charge separation. The dipole moments of fullerene increase significantly after complexation with drug because of the perturbation in the electron density. Among the complexes of C60 and different configurations of this drug, complex 2 shows the greatest dipole moment in both phases relative to the other compounds. It is remarkable that the dipole moments of single drug is almost comparable with the dipole moments of their related complexes with fullerene. The results of dipole moments show that adsorption of chloroquine on fullerene as complex 2, increases the polarity of the whole system which is a favorite property for drug delivery in biological systems [@b0140], [@b0190]. The amount of electrophilicity-based charge transfer (ECT) of these structures show that since charge transfer rates are smaller than zero, ΔN \< 0 and therefore ECT \< 0, drug acts as electron donor and fullerene acts as electron acceptor and the charge flows from drug to fullerene.

The solvation energy which is defined as the difference between the optimized energies in water and gaseous phases is a quantity for measurment of the solubility of a material in a solvent. Negative values of the solvation energy shows that the reaction is spontaneous. The more negative solvation energy, the larger the degree of solubility. The values of solvation energies listed in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} show that all the complexes have been stabilized in the existence of water solvent. It means that the solubility of all complexes can be enhanced when the drug are adsorbed on the C60 surface within the solvent [@b0115], [@b0175].

On the basis of the obtained parameters, we can conclude that complex 2 can be selected as the most stable structure to investigate the effect of doped C60 fullerene with B, Si and Al dopant atoms on the adsorption behavior of chloroquine drug.

3.3. Adsorption of chloroquine on doped fullerenes {#s0030}
--------------------------------------------------

Since chemical functionalization of fullerene by dopant atoms can led to enhance of the solubility in water, one of carbon atoms on C60 in complex 2 which is the most stable structure, has been replaced by the dopant atoms as B, Al and Si and the obtained complexes have been optimized in the gas phase and water media at the same level of theory. B atom is smaller in size compared to carbon atom and the other dopants are bigger in size. According to natural atomic charges of these structures, the active sites for BC59, AlC59 and SiC59 are boron, aluminum and silicon atoms, respectively due to the positive charge distribution around these dopant atoms. The optimized structures of investigated complexes in the gas phase have been shown in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"} . All the dopant atoms caused specified deformations at the point where they have been doped in the fullerene cage. To investigate a more numerical evaluation, distance between the N atom of chloroquine drug and the C atom of pristine C60 and also distance between the N atom of chloroquine and the dopant atoms in doped fullerenes, which has been presented in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, have been considered. For complex 2, the distance between the C atom of pristine C60 in the hexagona ring and N atom of chloroquine has been reported as 3.34 Å. When one carbon is replaced by B, Al and Si, the distance between the dopant and N atom of chloroquine, after optimization have been decreased and reported as 1.63, 1.94 and 1.86 Å, respectively. This results show that the deformation due to the dopant atoms becomes more noticeable when dopant atom is larger in size.Fig. 4The optimized structures of a) BC59...CQ b) AlC59...CQ and c) SiC59...CQ complexes.

The values of binding energies, solvation energies and electronic properties of the investigated structures which have been calculated in both gas and solvent phases, have been gathered in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} .Table 3Energetic parameters and electronic properties of the B-, Si- and Al-doped C60 fullerene and chloroquine at the most stable complex in the gas phase and water media.StructureE~HOMO~ (eV)E~LUMO~ (eV)E~g~ (eV)ΔE~g~ (%)η (eV)ω (eV)ECTµ~D~ (Debye)αE~b~ (kcal/mol)Esol (kcal/mol)ΔG (kcal/mol)ΔH (kcal/mol)**gas**BC59...CQ2−4.89−3.351.5447.390.7710.99−3.848.57701.1−43.67−10.73----AlC59...CQ2−5.48−4.341.1361.410.5621.29−7.1818.11713.3−67.39−15.37----SiC59...CQ2−4.57−3.031.5347.760.769.41−3.4624.78713.8−53.25−19.06----**water**BC59...CQ2−5.25−3.711.5347.630.7613.07−4.2123.501098.3−45.73−10.73−30.6−34.5AlC59...CQ2−5.25−3.661.5846.010.7912.54−4.0129.321107.6−69.91−15.37−54.8−60.1SiC59...CQ2−5.05−3.091.9633.290.988.47−2.5432.831116.8−63.21−19.06−40.2−48.6

The negative values of binding energies (E~b~) for MC59...chloroquine (M: B, Al and Si) complexes, display that the adsorbate chloroquine shows an exothermic interaction with doped fullerene. Among these complexes, AlC59...chloroquine complex shows the most negative binding energy value as −67.39 and −69.91 kcal/mol in gas phase and water solvent, respectively. The E~b~ energies in solvent phase are more negative compared to the gaseous phase indicating more strongly interacted complexes in water solvent. Also, the order of binding energies of these complexes in the both phases show that there is a stronger interaction between the doped fullerenes and chloroquine drug compared to the pristine C60 and drug. It means that the weak interaction of C60 and chloroquine drug was changed to strong chemisorption by doping the fullerene. Also, among these doped fullerene complexes, Al doped in C60 shows the strongest interaction with chloroquine drug due to the higher binding energy in magnitude and B atom doped in C60 shows the smallest interaction with chloroquine drug. We can conclude that the B atom due to its smaller size relative to the other atoms causes the smallest deformations compared to the other dopant atoms inserted in fullerene and hence the values of binding energy of this complex is smaller than that of the other complexes.

The values of solvation energies reported in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} show that the order of solubilities of these complexes in water solvent are SiC59...chloroquine \> AlC59...chloroquine \> BC59...chloroquine because of the highest absolute value of solvation energy of SiC59...chloroquine and the smallest absolute value of solvation energy of BC59...chloroquine. Comparing solvation energies pristine C60 complex with chloroquine drug and doped C60 complexes with chloroquine drug show that the dopant atoms increases the solubilities.

For BC59 and AlC59 compounds, Singly Occupied Molecular Orbital (SOMO) has been defined as the HOMO and E~g~ is reported as SOMO--LUMO energy gap. Since silicon and carbon have the same number of valence electrons, doping of C60 with silicon does not alter the net occupancy of the energy levels compared to B and Al dopants [@b0115]. Comparing the results of [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} and [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"} show that doping boron, silicon and aluminum in C60 decrease the energy gap (E~g~) of the doped complexes relative to pristine C60 complex 2 in the gas phase and the order of the amount of this decrease is AlC59...chloroquine \> SiC59... chloroquine \> BC59... chloroquine. It can concluded that B atom due to its smaller size has a smaller effect on decreases of E~g~ of these complexes. The E~g~ also can be specified as an indicator of reactivity and kinetic stability [@b0070]. The value of E~g~ of AlC59...chloroquine complex was calculated as the smallest one with 1.13 eV in the gas phase. But, in water media, BC59...chloroquine complex showed the smallest E~g~ with 1.53 eV. Therefore, we can conclude that AlC59...chloroquine complex in the gas phase and BC59...chloroquine complex in the solvent phase have higher reactivity according to the smallest chemical hardness.

Besides, the values of electrophilicity index, the maximum electronic charge ΔN~max~ and electrophilicity-based charge transfer (ECT) of the MC59...chloroquine complexes in the gas phase are higher than the C60...chloroquine complex. The order of obtained values for these parameters is AlC59...chloroquine \> BC59...chloroquine \> SiC59...chloroquine and BC59...chloroquine \> AlC59...chloroquine \> SiC59...chloroquine, in the gas phase and water media, respectively, which these results are in agreement with the analysis of E~g~ and chemical hardness results of these complexes.

The ΔE~g~ values listed in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, which were computed by calculating the percentage value of the difference in the E~g~ energies of MC59 and MC59...chloroquine, show that conductivities of the MC59...chloroquine complexes have been enhanced relative to the C60...chloroquine complex. Also, conductivity of the AlC59...chloroquine complex is higher than the other complexes in the gas phase due to the higher ΔE~g~ value, which is accordance with the higher reactivity of AlC59...chloroquine complex in the gas phase.

The dipole moment of pristine C60 fullerene is zero because of the absence of charge separation. By replacing one C atom of C60 fullerene with B, Al and Si atoms (BC59, AlC59 and SiC59), the electron density at the B--fullerene, Al-fullerene and Si-fullerene interface has been perturbed, leading to dipole moments of 0.7 D, 6.28 D and 2.23 D in the BC59, AlC59 and SiC59 complexes, respectively. Therefore, the dipole moments increase by doping with these elements. The order of dipole moments can be related on the electropositivity of the dopant atoms. Al and Si being more electropositive than B, loses more charges to the C60 fullerene and gains more positive charges, that is accountable for high dipole moments of AlC59 and SiC59. The charge on Al in AlC59 and the charge on Si in SiC59 is higher than the charge on B in BC59. Boron (B) with less electropositive caracteristic compared to Al and Si, dose not show a high dipole moment as AlC59, and since dipole moment depends on the quantity of the charges along with separation between them [@b0210], the B atom in BC59 with the lowest dipole moment, shows the lowest positive charge compared to the positive charges of Al and Si atoms in AlC59 and SiC59 complexes. Therefore, we can conclude that dopant atoms increase the electronic and magnetic properties of C60 in interaction with drugs. Among B, Al and Si dopant atoms, Al and Si dopants have higher affects on electronic and magnetic properties of C60 than B atom. The calculated dipole moments of the MC59...chloroquine complexes show that the dipole moments of these complexes in both phases are larger than C60...chloroquine complex. Among these complexes, SiC59...chloroquine complex shows the largest dipole moment in both phases compared to the other compounds. Also the calculated values of isotropic polarizability (α) in both phases for these complexes which are listed in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}, show that the polarizability values in water media are larger than those of in the gas phase and the polarizability value for SiC59...chloroquine is higher than that of the other complexes which is accordance with the order of dipole moment and deformation of these compounds. Also, the comparision of the polarizabilities of C60...chloroquine complexes, which have been shown in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}, and the polarizabilities of MC59...chloroquine complexes show that the polarizability of all doped C60 complexes is higher than that of the pure C60 complexes. These results show that the polarizabilities follow the same order as the dipole moment of these complexes.

Besides, the thermodynamic possibility of chloroquine drug adsorption on pristine C60 and B-, Al- and Si- doped C60 fullerene have been investigated. The enthalpy changes (ΔH) and the Gibbs free energy changes (ΔG) at P = 1 atm and T = 298.14 K have been computed by the results of vibrational frequency calculations in water media, are listed in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} and [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}. These values show that complex 2 and AlC59...CQ complex show the lowest Gibbs free energy and enthalpy changes, similar to the results of the binding energies. The values of ΔG and ΔH are −1.98 (−2.20) and − 54.8 (−60.1) kcal/mol for complex 2 and AlC59...CQ complex, respectively. The more value of ΔH compared to that of ΔG is related the entropic effect. The negative values of ΔG and ΔH show that all the adsorptions are exothermic. The values of ΔG and ΔH for chloroquine adsorption on the pristine C60 are less than those of chloroquine adsorption on doped C60 fullerene. This show that the adsorption of this drug on the doped C60 fullerene, especially on AlC59, is more thermodynamically favorable.

3.4. Vibrational properties {#s0035}
---------------------------

The calculated infrared (IR) spectra of chloroquine (CQ), three configurations of CQ:C60 (C60...CQ1), (C60...CQ2) and (C60...CQ3), and (BC59...CO2), (AlC59...CQ2) and (SiC59...CQ2), which have been obtained from vibrational frequency calculations to confirm the stability of the studied compounds, have been shown in [Fig. 5](#f0025){ref-type="fig"} . For all the structures, there have been no imaginary vibrational modes observed, which indicates the structural stability of all these compounds. The IR spectra of chloroquine shows that the frequencies of the strongest IR bands of CQ and C60...CQ2 complex have been shown in the range 1300--1600 cm^−1^, which the two more obvious bands have been observed at 1588 and 1382 cm^−1^ which have been assosiated to the C12-N3 and C10-N2 stretching modes of chloroquine molecule, respectively. These figures show that after chloroquine adsorption, the frequencies of these two vibrational modes have not been changed obviously and remain virtually the same. In the case of BC59...CQ, AlC59...CQ and SiC59...CQ, the strongest IR band shifts to higher frequencies (nearly: 1620 cm^−1^) which have been related to the C---C and C---N stretching modes.Fig. 5IR spectra for a) CQ, b) Complex 1 (C60...CQ1), c) Complex 2 (C60...CQ2), d) Complex 3 (C60...CQ3), e) BC59...CQ2, f) AlC59...CQ2, g) SiC59...CQ2.

4. Conclusions {#s0040}
==============

In this study, DFT calculations have been performed to study the interactions between pristine C60 fullerene and also the B, Al, Si doped fullerene with chloroquine drug in order to investigate these compounds as drug delivery vehicles for treatment of COVID-19. Some important parameters have been calculated and reported in this work. The most negative binding energy among different configurations of this drug and pristine C60 is observed for complex 2, which shows that this complex is the most stable structure among the other complexes. The decreases of the E~g~ of C60 as a result of interacting with chloroquine drug in configuration 2 is smaller than that of the other configurations of this drug. So, complex 2 is an electronically harmless interaction and the nano vehicle would not significantly alter the drug properties and also shows that the conductivitiy of the complex 2 is higher than the other complexes. Increases of electrophilicity index of C60...CQ complexes relative to the single drug and C60, means that the interaction of drug with fullerene produced more electrophilic characteristic for the examined structures. The results of dipole moments show that adsorption of chloroquine on fullerene, increases the dipole moment of the whole system which is a preferred property for drug delivery in biological systems. The negative values of amount of electrophilicity-based charge transfer (ECT) of these structures show that drug acts as electron donor and fullerene acts as electron acceptor.

On the basis of the obtained results, complex 2 as the most stable structure have been considered to study the effect of doped C60 fullerene with B, Si and Al dopant atoms on the adsorption behavior of chloroquine drug. The most negative value of binding energy has been observed for AlC59...chloroquine complex which shows that there is a stronger interaction between Al doped fullerenes and chloroquine drug compared to the other complexes. It can be concluded that the weak interaction of C60 and chloroquine drug was altered to strong chemisorption by doping the fullerene. Comparing the solvation energies of pristine C60 complex with chloroquine drug and doped C60 complexes with chloroquine drug show that the dopant atoms increases the solubilities and among them, SiC59...chloroquine and AlC59...chloroquine complex have the higher solvation energies compared to the other complexes. The values of electrophilicity index and electrophilicity-based charge transfer (ECT) of the MC59...chloroquine complexes in the gas phase are higher than the C60...chloroquine complex. Also, conductivity of the AlC59...chloroquine complex is higher than the other complexes in the gas phase due to the higher ΔE~g~ value, which is in agreement with the higher reactivity of AlC59...chloroquine complex in the gas phase. The calculated dipole moments of MC59...chloroquine complexes are larger than C60...chloroquine complexes and SiC59...chloroquine complex shows the highest dipole moment and polarizability compared to the other compounds. Also, vibrational analysis show that there is no imaginary vibrational modes, which indicates the structural stability of the compounds. Thermodynamic parameters such as the enthalpy changes (ΔH) and the Gibbs free energy changes (ΔG) show that complex 2 and AlC59...CQ2 complex show the lowest Gibbs free energy and enthalpy changes, similar to the results of the binding energies. The values of ΔG and ΔH for chloroquine adsorption on the doped C60 and pristine C60 fullerene show that the adsorption of chloroquine drug on the doped C60 fullerene is more thermodynamically favorable. On the basis of all the obtained results we can conclude that the doped C60 fullerene, particularly AlC59...chloroquine and SiC59...chloroquine, could be the better nano vehicles for chloroquine drug delivery compared to the pristine C60 fullerene due to their better reactivity, better electronic and magnetic properties and the more favorable thermodynamic properties.
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